Introduction
Fitting circular arcs or full circles is important in HEP, for example:
Tracks in a homogeneous magnetic field Circles of photons in a Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector Significant background can be expected in both cases In drift chambers mirror points are present Robustification is required
Mapping to the Riemann paraboloid
Points in the (x, y )-plane:
Mapping to the Riemann paraboloid:
If the points lie on the circle
the mapped points lie on the plane
The circle fit is transformed into fitting a plane to the mapped points
Robust regression
Use Least Median of Squares (LMS) regression to fit the plane nr + c = 0 to the mapped points
Instead of minimizing the sum of the squared distances, their median is minimized:
(n LMS ; c LMS ) = arg min 
